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Libre Travel Tea Glass Infuser
Make your morning cup of tea mobile with the Libre Travel Tea
Glass Infuser. This travel infuser is designed to help you enjoy the
delicious taste and health benefits of loose leaf tea wherever you
go. The infuser can easily stow inside of a backpack, handbag or
cup holder in a vehicle.

From £20.00 | libretea.com (available in a range of sizes)

To enter go to ommagazine.com/libre
Yoga Ethical Cards
Vera Akotuah is an artist and creates yoga
inspired artwork using charcoal and pastel on
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handmade cotton rag paper from South India.
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In addition to the art she also makes yoga
inspired art cards using handmade papers from
exotic locations. The cards in the giveaway have been made using
handmade paper from Thailand that are infused with banana,
mango, raintree, eucalyptus, and lemongrass.
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£4.75 | available from craftmaker.net/yoga-ethical-art-cards

Yogastickmen Mug
Even with the best intentions it is
sometimes difficult to connect
and stay with our inner zen.
The new Yogastickmen range of
cards, mugs and coasters has
been designed with just this in
mind… to help us remember to
take care of ourselves, to take
our yoga off the mat, to keep
our zen with us – and continue
to relax, breathe, manage our
stress and stay well throughout
the day.

£12.50 | available from
yogastickmen.com

To enter go to ommagazine.com/ethicalcards
Omni Superfood
Get a boost of raw
superfoods any time
with this organically
grown smoothie blend
from OMNI Superfood.
The tailored blends
have targeted minerals
and nutrients for men
and women. Helps with
fitness, skin tone, and
all-around health. Large bag is enough for
a month’s worth of healthy breakfasts.

£59 | omnisuperfood.com

To enter go to
ommagazine.com/omni
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To enter go to ommagazine.com/yogastickmen
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The Jojoba Company Day
E
and Overnight Cream
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We have a hydrating day cream
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and an intense night cream to give
away from the wonderful people
at The Jojoba Company. The day cream is
a gentle, long acting daily moisturiser that
restores the skin’s natural suppleness and
protects against dehydrating environmental
effects. The Intense Renewal overnight cream
is packed full of powerful antioxidants and
vitamins that are renowned for their hydrating properties to leave you
skin fresh, purified and repaired.

Day Cream £22.95 (50ml) and Overnight Cream (50ml) £34.99 |
available from oneway2naturalhealth.com

To enter go to ommagazine.com/jojoba
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